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Transmembrane (TM) proteins constitute 15–30% of the
genome, but !1% of the structures in the Protein Data
Bank. This discrepancy is disturbing, and emphasizes
that structure determination of TM proteins remains
challenging. The challenge is greatest for proteins from
eukaryotes, the structures of which remain intractable
despite tremendous advances that have been made
towards structure determination of bacterial TM proteins. Notably, O50% of the membrane protein families
in eukaryotes lack bacterial homologs. Therefore, it is
conceivable that many more years will elapse before
high-resolution structures of eukaryotic TM proteins
emerge. Until then, integrated approaches that
combine biochemical and computational analyses with
low-resolution structures are likely to have increasingly
important roles in providing frameworks for the
mechanistic understanding of membrane-protein structure and function.

Introduction
It is estimated that transmembrane (TM) proteins
constitute w15–30% of eukaryotic genomes [1–4]. Owing
to their strategic localization at the interfaces between the
interior and exterior of the cell and between cellular
compartments, membrane proteins have pivotal roles in
many cellular processes, including cell-to-cell signaling
events, solute transport and cellular organization. For this
reason, membrane proteins are by far the most attractive
targets for drug discovery. Despite their importance,
however, only a few distinct folds of TM proteins have
been solved to date by high-resolution methods such as
X-ray crystallography [5] and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) [6]; therefore, TM protein structures constitute
!1% of the entries in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).
Disturbingly, only two of the current entries represent a
membrane protein from human origin [7,8], whereas the
majority of entries are of bacterial membrane proteins
(Figure 1).
Part of the reason why progress has been faster for
bacterial membrane proteins stems from the fact that they
can more easily be expressed in large quantities in
bacterial hosts, and that they lack many of the posttranslational modifications that potentially complicate
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crystallization. Moreover, the fast pace at which bacterial
genomes are sequenced provides an almost unlimited
repertoire of target proteins including homologs from
thermophilic bacteria that are often more stable during
detergent solubilization, purification and crystallization.
By contrast, eukaryotic membrane proteins are more
difficult to express than their bacterial homologs, are
subject to post-translational modifications and, often, only
few candidate genes are available for screens to identify
the ideal target protein. It thus comes as no surprise that,
over the past few years, efforts have been focused on
identifying bacterial homologs of eukaryotic membrane
proteins, and pursuing their structure determination by
‘brute-force’ approaches, sometimes using thousands of
combinations of homologs of the protein and different
crystallization conditions [9]. This strategy has begun to
bear fruit (Figure 1) and, indeed, the recent growth in
novel TM-protein structures was estimated to be exponential, as it is for soluble proteins, suggesting that, over
the next few years, many new structures will emerge [5].
However, this growth has not been steady over the years
and, more importantly, has been restricted mostly to TM
proteins from bacteria; the pace of discovery of novel TM
proteins from eukaryotes, however, has remained low
(Figure 1). Notably, the use of bacterial homologs for
eukaryotic TM proteins does not represent the ultimate
solution because many eukaryotic membrane proteins do
not have bacterial homologs. In fact, a search in the
Pfam-A database of protein families [10] shows that only
47% of the eukaryotic TM protein families have bacterial
or archaeal homologs.
In an attempt to overcome the problem of there being
such a large proportion of eukaryotic proteins for which
direct structure determination is likely to have to wait
many years, data-based modeling approaches were
developed that rely on inferences derived from biochemical, computational, evolutionary and intermediate-resolution structural methods. Here, we focus on the methods
that have been used to model helical membrane proteins
before their experimental structure determination at high
resolution. Notably, helical proteins are the dominant
class of TM proteins in eukaryotes and in bacterial inner
membranes. We also delineate potentially productive
venues for future research. We will not deal with
comparative or homology modeling applied to TM proteins
(but see recent reviews [11,12]).
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Figure 1. Number of new helical membrane-protein folds solved in recent years. Tremendous progress has been made over the past few years in crystallization of TM
proteins from bacteria, although the growth in the discovery of novel structures has not been steady. Moreover, crystallization of eukaryotic TM proteins still lags far behind,
and only a handful of structures have been obtained. The entry for 2005 includes structures up to and including November 2005.

Architecture of helical TM proteins
A simple rule that has guided many of the approaches to
modeling helical TM proteins is the two-stage model of
folding [13]. According to this model, hydrophobic
segments are first inserted into the plasma membrane in
the form of helices, which engage the polar carbonyl and
amide groups on the backbone of the peptide chain
through hydrogen bonds, and shield them from the
hydrophobic lipid bilayer. Next, these helices associate
with one another to shape the tertiary structure of the
protein. One of the implications of the two-stage model for
computational modeling is that each of the hydrophobic
segments comprising the TM domain can be approximated
as an energetically stable canonical a helix, the polar
backbone and N and C termini of which are shielded from
the membrane environment. Hence, TM-protein-structure
prediction can concentrate on the relative configurations
of preformed a helices. This constraint considerably
reduces the number of degrees of freedom that must be
explored computationally.
This quite simple picture of TM-protein architecture
was supported by the first few membrane proteins to be
solved [14–17] (e.g. that shown in Figure 2). Moreover, the
extramembrane loops are short in these proteins, dictating that consecutive domains in the sequence are
proximal in the 3D structure [18]. However, this simplistic
picture collapsed when the first ion-channel structures
revealed that helices need not span the entire width of the
bilayer [19], and can be extremely long and highly tilted
with respect to the membrane normal [20] (Figure 3a,b).
Recent transporter structures have also shown marked
deviations from a helicity; it has been suggested that these
deviations have a role in the conformational changes
underlying transporter functions by destabilizing the
structures [21] (Figure 3c). All of these structural features
are still beyond what can be reliably predicted by
www.sciencedirect.com

computational methods, raising the question of how
many membrane domains might have gone unnoticed by
contemporary methods for the detection of TM spans [22].
More importantly, however, the observation that not all
consecutive hydrophobic domains form physical contacts
[19,20] heralded the end of naı̈ve modeling of TM proteins,
and underscored the importance of a joint experimental–
computational approach to structure prediction. Over the
past several years, two sources of experimental data have
proven valuable in aiding most modeling exercises of
membrane proteins: low-resolution structures obtained by

Figure 2. Evolutionary conservation can aid the orientation of TM helices.
Evolutionary conservation is projected on the bacteriorhodopsin structure viewed
from the direction vertical to the membrane plane, showing that the core of the
protein (within the yellow ellipse) is more conserved than its periphery.
Conservation was computed using the ConSurf webserver (http://consurf.tau.ac.
il) [66].
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Figure 3. Recent structures reveal many discrepancies from the view that TM helices are canonical and span the entire lipid bilayer. (a) For clarity, only three of the four
monomers comprising the KC ion channel are shown [19]. Blue cylinders represent the pore helix, which spans only half of the membrane width. (b) A monomer of the ClK
channel [20]. The blue cylinders represent the locations of helices B and J, which are highly tilted with respect to the membrane normal and comprise w35 amino acids each.
(c) Structure of the transporter lac permease [21]. Some of the helices are kinked. Orange spheres represent a lactose analog. (d) Structure of the aquaporin 1 water channel
[7]. Blue and red cylinders represent two half helices that meet at the mid-point of the membrane. (EC, extracellular.)

cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and mutational
analyses of structure–function relationships.
Cryo-EM of 2D crystals of TM proteins
In contrast to the difficulties usually experienced in
obtaining 3D crystals of TM proteins, in some cases,
membrane proteins readily form 2D arrays in the
membrane (e.g. bacteriorhodopsin [23], photosystem II
[24], the gap junction [25], the bacterial translocon complex
secYEG [26] and the bacterial multidrug-resistance
transporter EmrE [27]). Added advantages of 2D
crystals are that they mimic the native environment of
the protein more closely than 3D crystals do, including
interactions with the surrounding lipid molecules, which
sometimes have important roles in determining the
physiological structure [28]. For instance, substantial
differences were observed between the cryo-EM map of
EmrE [27] and a structure of the protein derived from X-ray
analysis of 3D crystals [29]. Another demonstration of the
importance of maintaining a membrane-like environment
is provided by the differences between two recent X-ray
structures of the voltage-gated KC channel [30,31], one
of which was crystallized in the presence of lipids. In
addition, it is sometimes possible to induce crystal
formation in 2D, even when the proteins are dispersed in
the membrane [32], and small and poorly ordered crystals
can be used to derive data in the 5–10-Å resolution range
thanks to digital-image-processing protocols that enable
crystals to be corrected for translational disorder
[14,33,34].
However, cryo-EM of 2D crystals usually produces
structures at limited resolutions (typically, O4.5 Å in the
plane of the membrane) so that individual amino-acid
sidechains are not visible and, often, flexible loops and
extramembranous domains are unresolved owing to lack
of crystallographic order. Moreover, the resolution in the
direction vertical to the lipid bilayer is worse than the inplane resolution. This reduced resolution entails an
uncertainty regarding the actual length of each helical
segment, and might obscure the helical register. The lower
vertical resolution might also limit the detection of helices
that do not span the entire bilayer. In the case of
www.sciencedirect.com

the aquaporin-1 water channel for instance, an initial
map at 6-Å in-plane resolution [35] did not reveal the
surprising architecture of the channel, whereby two halfhelices meet midway through the membrane (Figure 3d):
misleadingly, these half-helices seemed to be one. A
subsequent cryo-EM map at 4.5-Å resolution uncovered
the two half-helices [36], and enabled a combination of
sequence-based methods to be used to predict a model
structure [37,38], which was found to be in agreement
with the subsequently solved high-resolution structure
[7]. The initially incorrect interpretation underscores the
importance of improving resolution even marginally
within the intermediate-resolution range to ascertain
the general architecture of the protein.
Despite these shortcomings of intermediate-resolution
maps, the fact that they provide an overall description of
the protein architecture and the approximate packing of
TM helices tremendously reduces the degrees of freedom
for conformational search and the extent of uncertainty in
constructing model structures. In fact, by assuming that
ideal a helices occupy the locations observed in the map,
the conformation search for the backbone positions can be
limited to identifying the native-state orientation of each
helix around its principal axis [39].
Building on this realization, and using further constraints obtained from multiple-sequence alignments and
biochemical data (Box 1), Baldwin et al. [40] pioneered a
structure-based modeling approach to derive the first
model of the G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) rhodopsin based on a structure at 7-Å in-plane resolution [41].
Although rough, this model served as a template for
modeling other GPCRs, which then provided a framework
for interpreting the effects of mutations in the context of
the receptor structure (see, for example, Refs [42,43]).
Three years later, the first high-resolution structure of
rhodopsin was solved by X-ray crystallography of 3D
crystals [44], and showed that the previous model
approximated the native-state structure to within 3.2-Å
root-mean-square deviation. The orientations of all of the
helices were predicted quite accurately by Baldwin et al.
[40], and the main structural differences were due to
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Box 1. Combinations of methods used in TM-protein-structure prediction
Many of the modeling applications for TM-protein structures have
used at least some of the data sources and analyses shown in Figure I
[37,40,47,67]. For many TM proteins, sufficient biochemical and
biophysical data are available, specifying, for example, which
sequence segments form helices [54] and make contact with other
helices [48]. These data can be used to predict or verify the model. By
contrast, cryo-EM maps at resolutions that enable the helix-packing
arrangement to be discerned (typically better than 10 Å) have so far
been obtained for only a few TM proteins, but more are expected to
follow. The last two stages of modeling, in which modeling is refined
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by direct experimentation, have not yet been implemented in structure
prediction of TM proteins. Generating atomic-resolution models (final
step in Figure I) is complicated by the fact that even minor differences
from the native-state structure often result in energetically unfavorable
steric clashes and the abrogation of favorable polar bonds [68].
Because the positions of the backbone atoms inferred in the former
steps of the flowchart are, at best, approximations of the native-state
structure [39], conformational searching must also explore backbone
degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, atomic resolution could considerably increase the quality and utility of TM-protein-structure prediction.
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Figure I. A flowchart for the modeling of TM-protein structures. Various sources of experimental and computational information are often integrated to model TM
proteins. The last two stages (green) have, so far, not been implemented in TM-protein structural modeling.

deviations in the positioning of the kinked helices
(Figure 4).
The successful combination of cryo-EM and computational methods for the modeling of rhodopsin served as a
basis for developing automatic tools for modeling based on
phylogenetic analysis (Box 2) and intermediate-resolution
structures [39,45]. These methods were then used to
predict the structure of the TM domain of the gap junction,
which is a channel that connects neighboring cells in a
tissue, and lacks bacterial homologs [46]. A map of the gap
junction was solved initially at a resolution of 7.5 Å in the
membrane plane [25], and was subsequently improved to
5.7 Å [47]. The intermediate-resolution structure revealed
a large pore (w15-Å diameter at the point of constriction),
and clearly distinguished the four helices (M1–M4) that
comprise each of the six gap-junction forming connexin
monomers [25]. Because the intermediate-resolution map
did not reveal the connectivities between the TM helices,
the four hydrophobic segments in connexin sequences
(M1–M4) were assigned to the four helices seen in the
structure based on a combination of experimental and
computational data. Subsequently, the four helices were
oriented using evolutionary conservation and evolutionarily correlated mutations (Box 2; Figure 5).
Using this combination of approaches and data sources,
a 5.7-Å resolution map (in-plane resolution), evolutionary
conservation and correlated mutations, the final model
structure predicted previously undetected interactions
between pairs of polar residues in the structure. The
model also suggested a molecular cause for almost 30
disease-related mutations. Although not taken into
account during modeling, most of these mutations were
revealed as mapping to structurally packed regions of the
helix bundle, whereas two physico-chemically radical
polymorphisms localized to the more spacious regions of
the structure facing the lipid or the pore lumen [47]
www.sciencedirect.com

(Figure 5). Although it is clearly a model, it seems
worthwhile to point out that the gap junction is an
example of a eukaryotic membrane protein, the intermediate-resolution structure of which has not been
superseded by a high-resolution crystal structure even
six years after its original publication. Given the
difficulties in obtaining well-ordered 3D crystals of
eukaryotic membrane proteins, it seems likely that more
cases are to follow, emphasizing why structure-based
modeling is important and how it can help to generate a

Figure 4. Comparison of the hypothetical and high-resolution structures of
rhodopsin. The crystal and the hypothetical structures of rhodopsin are superimposed (yellow and green, respectively). The hypothetical structure was modeled
on the basis on an electron-density map at 7-Å in-plane resolution [40]. The two
structures deviate by 3.2-Å root-mean-square. Spheres are included to aid
identification of identical positions in the hypothetical and crystal structures. The
orientations of all of the helices are similar, and the main differences are in the
locations of the helices within the plane of the membrane, particularly in the kinked
helices F and G.
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Box 2. Phylogenetic analysis used in TM-protein-structure
prediction
Phylogenetic inference, and particularly conservation analysis, has
found many applications in TM-protein-structure prediction
[37,40,47]. Based on a multiple-sequence alignment of homologs
of the target protein, individual amino-acid positions that show a low
degree of sequence variation are considered important for protein
structure or function [64], and are placed at strategic locations in the
model structure, for example, at the interfaces between helices.
Conversely, variable positions are considered to be unimportant,
and are placed in lipid-facing positions. This type of sequence-based
analysis is analogous to a large-scale mutagenesis scan conducted
by evolution. To further refine the role of individual sidechain
contributions, determination of evolutionarily co-varying sites can
provide clues for contacts between positions. That is, if two positions
form contact in 3D space, then a substitution in one site could be
compensated by a substitution in the other. In this sense,
determination of co-varying sites by any of several methods (see,
for example, Refs [45,69]) can be regarded as an in-silico second-site
suppression screen.

framework
for
biochemical studies.

planning

and

interpreting

Biochemical and biophysical assays provide restraints
for modeling
Mutagenesis and cross-linking assays have long been used
to probe structure–function relationships in TM proteins,
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where high-resolution structures were not available (for
reviews see Refs [46,48,49]) (Box 1). One aspect in which
these techniques can aid modeling is validation because
models make specific predictions regarding physical
contacts between pairs of residues. Mutation analyses
can also be used in the earlier stages of modeling. For
instance, they have been used to identify the packing
interfaces between helices [50] and the positions of porelining residues in channels [51], and cross-linking data
have been used to constrain distances between pairs of
positions [52]. Biochemical and biophysical analyses can
also be used to assign the hydrophobic domains in the
protein sequence to the helices seen in low-resolution
structures [47,53], and to identify the secondary structure
and tilt angles of the helices with respect to the membrane
normal [54]. However, a major pitfall – which has obscured
structural interpretation of some of these data – is the fact
that mutagenesis assays cannot be used to discriminate
between direct and indirect effects on helix association.
Glycophorin A (GpA), which is a small and extensively
characterized bitopic protein that forms homodimers in
the plasma membrane [55], is a good example to illustrate
this problem. Much work has been conducted by Engelman and co-workers to explore the determinants of
stability in GpA dimerization, and to gain insights into
the process of helix association in the membrane.

Figure 5. The model structure of the gap junction TM domain. The model structure is viewed from the cytoplasm of one cell looking in the direction vertical to the membrane
[47]. Evolutionary conservation is color-coded on the structure according to the key. The positions of physico-chemically mild mutations that cause diseases and are packed
within the bundle core are shown as red spheres; physico-chemically mild mutations that are not packed within the bundle core are shown as orange spheres; and physicochemically radical polymorphisms are shown as green spheres. Almost all of the mild disease-causing mutations pack inside the bundle core, whereas the radical
polymorphisms face the lipid or the pore lumen [47].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Systematic mutagenesis work by Lemmon et al. [50]
identified a short sequence motif consisting of two glycine
residues (Gly79 and Gly83), in which even physicochemically mild substitutions abrogated dimerization. It
was suggested that two glycine residues, which are small
and polar, separated by three residues in the amino-acid
sequence (Gly-Xaa-Xaa-Xaa-Gly) facilitate a closer
approach of the two interacting a helices. It was later
found that the Gly-Xaa-Xaa-Xaa-Gly motif can drive the
dimerization of hydrophobic segments [56], and that it is
statistically over-represented in TM sequences [57]. This
and other sequence motifs were shown to have structural
and functional roles in various TM proteins [58].
Although the role of the two glycine residues in the
dimerization of GpA was deduced correctly from the
mutagenesis assays, the same assays initially led to
wrong conclusions with regard to Thr87 [50]. This position
was also shown to be crucial for dimerization, and two
different structural models based on molecular-dynamicssimulated annealing were suggested that supported the
important roles of this triad of residues in dimerization
[59,60]. One model consisted of an asymmetric righthanded supercoil [59]; the other model, suggested four
years later, showed symmetric right-handed packing of
the two helices [60]. The models agreed that the two
glycine residues mediate much of the inter-helix contact.
However, whereas Thr87 made a direct contribution to
helix association in the earlier model by forming an
inter-helical hydrogen bond, the residue stabilized the
interface indirectly in the later model by forming an intrahelical hydrogen bond. The structure of GpA solved
subsequently by NMR [8] supported the latter model
(Figure 6). It is interesting to note that, because mutation
analyses alone cannot discriminate between these two
types of contributions to helix interaction, the interpretation of the experimental results led initially to the
acceptance of an incorrect model [59].
A major problem with molecular dynamics (which was
used in the prediction of GpA [59,60]) is that it is
computationally demanding, essentially restricting its
application to small homo-oligomers. A different approach
for predicting the structures of pairs of TM helices was

Figure 6. NMR Structure of GpA [8]. The two glycine amino acids enable the helices
to pack tightly. In the view rotated by 408 (right), the intra-helical hydrogen bond
between Thr87 and Gly83 is marked with a solid line.
www.sciencedirect.com
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recently suggested that is based, in essence, on an
integration of the experimental data on the stability of
TM oligomers [61]. Studies of model TM proteins such as
GpA highlighted the important role of small and polar
sidechains in mediating inter-helix contacts [56–58].
Thus, a simple scoring function was suggested that
favored contact formation between such residues, and
penalized contacts mediated by large residues. The
scoring function can discriminate between decoys and
the conformations of several native-state pairs of tightly
packed helices with known structures, including GpA.
Using this function, it has been found that the TM
domains of the receptor tyrosine kinase ErbB2 could
exist in two stable alternative conformations [62], which is
in agreement with in vitro studies [63]. These results were
used to suggest a model of activation for this receptor that
is coupled to a switch between the two conformations of
the TM domain. However, a major drawback of this
method [61] is that it assumes that the pairs of helices
under study are closely packed (!9-Å separation between
the principal axes of the helices), thus, in effect,
precluding its applicability to most polytopic proteins [61].
Recently, a different modeling strategy, based on a
combination of biochemical and biophysical data, was
applied to the lac-permease [53]. This 12-membranespanning bacterial protein catalyzes the stoichiometric
transport of galactosides with a proton across the
membrane. The transporter was extensively investigated
using a combination of single-site mutagenesis, doublecysteine mutants, second-site suppressors and biophysical
methods [48]. In modeling, the data on the membranespanning segments were interpreted as constraints that
approximate helical structures, and other experimental
results were employed to provide 99 long-range constraints (between residues that are not sequence neighbors). Several other constraints were derived from data
about the residues that participate in the binding of
ligand. These distance constraints were then used in
modeling the protein structure based on algorithms that
are employed in NMR studies [53]. Once the structure was
solved at atomic resolution by X-ray crystallography of 3D
crystals [21] (Figure 3c), it was possible to compare it to
the model. The comparison revealed many global discrepancies but also confirmed many local interactions (e.g.
residues that interact directly with sugar and positions of
residues involved in proton translocation). A closer look at
the constraints derived from the cross-linking experiments [52] showed that the distances implied by these
data agreed with the crystal structure on the compact side
of the protein that faces the periplasm (Figure 3c).
However, many of the constraints in the cytoplasmicfacing part of the protein consistently underestimated the
distances seen in the crystal structure by w10 Å [64].
Two main reasons were suggested for the discrepancies
between the model and the crystal structure [21]: (i) the
transporter is a dynamic structure with alternating
cytoplasmic- and periplasmic-facing conformations, and,
consequently, results from the mutation and cross-linking
analyses reflect a superposition of several conformational
sub-states; (ii) using disulfide-bond formation as an
indication for inter-residue proximity tends to
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underestimate the distances in the native state because
the conformational changes of the protein bring into
proximity residue pairs that might nevertheless be distal
in the native structure. It is interesting to note that the
cross-linking results indicated a model structure for the
alternative periplasmic-facing conformation based on
rotation of part of the structure with respect to the other
[64]. In this alternative conformation, many of the
experimental constraints in the periplasmic domain
were consistent with the structure.
Concluding remarks
Structure determination of eukaryotic membrane proteins
remains too slow to sustain hypothesis-driven experimentation aimed at understanding structure–function
relationships in integral membrane proteins. Here, we
have given examples for how mutational and computational techniques can be used to overcome this bottleneck by exploiting the information that is contained in
intermediate-resolution structures obtained by cryo-EM.
Although none of the techniques in isolation can provide
anything more than clues, the sum of the different
approaches yields insights into the structures of the
targeted proteins at the level of individual amino-acid
residues. Undoubtedly, as more intermediate-resolution
structures emerge in the future, modeling techniques will
be further refined and might be extended to
include modeling of sidechains and non-canonical structures (Box 1) such as bulges and kinks [65]. Such
refinements and extensions are likely to become crucial
in the field of TM-protein structural studies, and will
present researchers with a treasure trove of testable
hypotheses to gain mechanistic insights into the function
of integral membrane proteins.
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